Hangfast® Gutter Hanger
...Just got faster!

Innovative design for fast and easy installation.

Double Reinforced Ribs for added strength.

MORE HIGH-TECH ADVANCES
- Water is channeled away from the fascia board.
- Improved Cantilever Action for greater support.

An exceptionally strong hanger deserves an extraordinary screw!

Hangfast® offers performance and reliability you can depend on!

Increase Output: More Gutter In Less Time
Reduce Installer Fatigue
Eliminate “Hanger Torque Twist”

Cordless Drills, Batteries, and Nutsetters Should Last Longer

K&M SHEET METAL
Redefining Sheet Metal.
Read what Installers are saying...

“I have used this hanger as a selling point to perspective customers. When I compare Raytec’s Hangfast® Hanger to the hangers my competitors are using, in many cases my job is as good as sold. I specifically like the new design because it will save on battery life. There is nothing worse when being on the ladder three floors up and your battery goes dead. Thanks Raytec!”

John Metcalf, OSF Seamless Gutters, Taneytown, Maryland

“We have been in business over 20 years and we get wicked winters with snowfall seasons that exceed 160 inches and ice packs as big as VW bugs. We couldn’t do it without Hangfast® hidden hangers. The strongest hidden hanger with screw on the market today.”


“I have been dealing with Raytec Manufacturing going on 8 years…Absolutely the finest vendor I have ever dealt with. They wrote the book on customer service.”

Bobbi Davis of Greenbrier Vinyl & Gutter Co., Inc., Chesapeake, Virginia

Speaking of the Hangfast® Hidden Hanger from Raytec, “I love them, the best thing that has happened in the Gutter Industry. Raytec Manufacturing is #1 in Gutter Accessories, #1 in Customer Service.”

Ken Brody from Brothers Custom Seamless Gutters, Nashua, Iowa

AN EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG HANGER DESERVES AN EXTRAORDINARY SCREW!

Every installer has had to install hangers at an odd angle. While it is not encouraged, sometimes these situations can not be avoided. The points, heads and threads must be engineered to pierce the material and drive quickly:

- Custom designed and fabricated screws
- Special corrosion resistant coating
- Meets or exceeds ANSI/ASTM/SAE and ASTM-B117 (Salt Spray test) specs
- Screws undergo comprehensive torsion, pull-out testing
- Compliments the strength of Hangfast® hanger

Salt Spray Testing

Opinions vary as to how salt spray testing relates to “real-world” applications. You may find experts that profess salt spray testing is not the most effective way to duplicate field testing. Most agree it is the most efficient way to detect a plating problem quickly, before it is distributed and installed in the field.

You can be sure that each batch of screws installed in the Hangfast® hidden hangers have undergone vigorous testing including but not limited to salt spray testing.